
 PRODUCT WINNER
 The best !lter in our test  WISY WFF-100 is also our product winner 
 (awarded the “Test Winner” and “Best Buy” prizes).

 Test winner and product winner: WISY WFF100

TEST OF 7 PRE-FILTERS

Make and 
model

Filter type Separation 
of leaves etc

Filtering 
e!ciency

Ease of 
installation

Ease of 
maintenance

OVERALL 
RATING

WISY WFF100 Fine vortex Good Very good Very good Good 80%

WILO Duo "lter Strainer Average Very good Good Average 70%

3P  VF.1 Volume Good Good Good Above average 65%

WISY FS 80 Downpipe Very good Good Above average Average 52%

WISY FS 100 Downpipe Very good Good Above average Average 48%

WILO collector 
DN 100

Downpipe Very good Above 
average

Above average Average 45%

GEP IRM Inline Volume Good Poor Good Good 32%
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 WFF100 is rated test winner by consumer magazine “Test Achats”

Following an independent product test carried out in 2001, the Belgian consumer 
magazine “Test Achats” has declared the WISY vortex !ne !lter WFF100 to be test 
winner in two di"erent categories. The WISY !lter was rated the winning product in 
terms of its functionality and its cost and was granted the “Maitre Achats” (Best Buy) 
award.
The extremely low water losses of all the WFF100 !lters were highlighted as an 
outstanding product feature, as was the ease of maintenance and installation of the 
system overall.

Wisy WFF100 vortex !lter
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- Extract / English translation - 
Use of rainwater

Money falling from the sky?
Using rainwater to supply a few inside and outside taps can prove to be very pro"table. A certain amount 
of construction work is required, essentially involving the installation of the two main components, i.e. 
the "lter and the pump. We have tested both.

A closer look at the "lters:
Various types of rainwater "lter (or, to be more precise, “pre-"lter”) are available.
These include “downpipe” "lters which separate the water from the dirt and then release the dirt into 
the storm drain. Downpipe "lters must be installed directly into each downpipe. Other types of "lter 
are available which are installed below ground in order to collect water from multiple downpipes. 
These “central” "lters can be “vortex "ne "lters” (which "lter out dirt by passing the water through a 
vertical grille/"lter mesh) or “volume "lters” (which "lter the water by passing it through a sloping, "ne-
grade grille/"lter mesh). All these "lters are described as “self-cleaning” because they are designed to 
automatically release dirt into the stormwater pipe. By contrast, the classic “strainer "lters” must be 
cleaned regularly by hand. The "lters are generally available from specialist retailers. For the purpose of 
our test, we have concentrated on four key product aspects:

• Separation of leaves and moss.
The downpipe "lters are the most e#ective in this respect: All leaves are drained directly into the 
stormwater pipe. By contrast, not all leaves are $ushed out of the "ne vortex and volume "lters (they are 
washed out during heavy rainfall). With strainer "lters, the leaves are of course not $ushed out until the 
"lter is cleaned by hand.

• Filtering e#ciency
How much water is lost during "ltering? To "nd out the answer, we simulated di#erent intensities of 
rainfall: Drizzle, shower and thunderstorm.
Result: 0 percent loss with the strainer "lters. Among the self-cleaning "lters, the "ne vortex "lters are 
the most e!cient with a water loss of between 5 and 20 percent depending on the rainfall intensity. The 
volume and downpipe "lters exhibited a few problems in the case of heavy rainfall or salt water. Under 
these conditions, up to 50 percent of the rainwater can be lost through the "ltering process.

• Ease of installation
The downpipe "lters must be installed with great care or else they can lose more than half their "ltering 
e!ciency. Furthermore, one "lter is required for each downpipe. By contrast, the "ne vortex "lters are 
centralized components equipped with easily adjustable feeder pipes. The volume "lters are more bulky 
than the other "lter types.
TIP: The downpipe "lters must be installed with the utmost care. Any deviation from the vertical can 
result in a loss of e!ciency of up to 50 percent. In addition, it is essential to "le down the edges of the 
pipes which are inserted in the "lters.

• Ease of maintenance
The strainer "lters need to be inspected and maintained at intervals of around three months - this is an 
easy process.
Despite their name, self-cleaning "lters do need to be inspected occasionally. This inspection is carried 
out about twice a year and is extremely easy in the case of "ne vortex "lters. Access to the 3P system 
(volume "lter) is slightly more di!cult. Maintenance of the downpipe "lters is the most laborious, as they 
need to be dismantled so that the "lter grille (which is accessible from only one side) can be cleaned.


